
THE NUTRACKER REVIEW

â€œThe Nutcracker and the Four Realmsâ€• is a weirdly hideous hodgepodge of images and ideas, as convoluted as
its confusing title would.

Early on in the film, Clara and her nutcracker friend and guide, Phillip newcomer Jayden Fowora-Knight , are
attacked by a giant mouse made out of mice, reminiscent of what the Minions do when they climb on top of
each other in a feeble attempt at being helpful. But underneath the tulle there's a surprisingly coherent story,
and some good character actors to add a little emotional depth. The film does indeed make an abrupt tonal
shift from which it never recovers, one that strangely turns this magical fairy tale into an indictment of war.
Editor: Stuart Levy. Perhaps a generation of young girls will find inspiration in seeing Clara discover the
strength she needs inside Foy plays her newfound confidence quite convincingly before charging off to battle
like some cause-less Joan of Arc. Hope you like headache-inducing vistas that can leave you in a digitally
induced coma! Though individually cute, when this magical trio appear together on-screen at the same time,
they look as incongruous as Poison Ivy and Mr. Clara gets an egg-shaped box with no key to open it. So
bathed in glitter and sparkle and candy it should come with a sugar warning, this has so much to dazzle the eye
that you may need to stare at a nice white wall afterwards to recalibrate. Searching for a key to the music box
her mother left her, she discovers the magical Four Realms where Mother Ginger Helen Mirren has declared
war on Sugar Plum Keira Knightley and the rest. I have to admit to being helplessly enchanted â€” or suckered
â€” for the most part. Advertisement Aside from the costumes and practical setsâ€”both of which are really
quite stunning, especially compared to the adequate but muddled CGIâ€”the only real reason to see The
Nutcracker And The Four Realms is for its ballet sequences. Mum has left gifts behind for her children. But
princess fantasies and frothy frocks are a hard habit for Disney to kick. Nevertheless, she must trudge to the
elaborate holiday soiree she attends annually with her father Matthew Macfadyen and her siblings Ellie
Bamber and Tom Sweet at the palatial home of her godfather, Drosselmeyer Morgan Freeman. Want more
Rolling Stone? I suspect in years to come TV schedulers may feel the same about this movie. Camera color :
Linus Sandgren. The Mouse King got greedy, seeing an opportunity to own a holiday classic. A derelict
funfair, it borrows stylistically from early Tim Burton. The heroine here, fiercely independent and brave,
follows the Disney-princess-gone-rogue template set by Emma Watson in Beauty and the Beast. Also, it really
will enchant little girls. They are the Land of Flowers, the Land of Snowflakes, the Land of Sweets and the
Land of Amusementsâ€”the last of which is a fearsome, abandoned place where the cruel Mother Ginger
Helen Mirren reigns with the help of her army of mice. Those feature Misty Copeland, the first black woman
to be promoted to the role of principal dancer at the American Ballet Company and a fine role model for
young people who are interested in dance.


